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915MM X 100MM ALUMINIUM OXIDE ABRASIVE BELTS CS 310 X BY

KLINGSPOR

Belts with cloth backing for Stainless steel, Wood, Steel, NF

metals.  

Abrasive belt CS 310 X – the stable wide belt for surface

sanding on hardwood.  

The abrasive belt CS 310 X by Klingspor sets itself apart by

its stability and good removal rate. Its tear-resistant X-cloth

backing makes this wide belt the perfect fit for processing

hardwood and other types of wood,

steel,

stainless steel,

NF metals and

plastic.

Its stable cotton backing makes this top-tier abrasive belt an

excellent choice for any challenging task in all areas of metal

and wood processing. It is most commonly used in a

fabrication environment, metal and steel construction

businesses, coil and sheet metal finishing companies,

furniture workshops as well as carpentry and joinery shops.

Other users who have come to appreciate the quality and

durability of this wide belt include do-it-yourselfers and

hobby craftsmen.

High-quality abrasive cloth with outstanding grain

adhesion

The long-lasting X-cloth backing of the abrasive belt CS

310 X by Klingspor reliably delivers a long service life during

use on wide belt sanders and a large number of other

stationary and hand-held machines. Thanks to its excellent

grain adhesion, the abrasive wears down at an impressively

slow rate. This wide belt is available in a large selection of

grit sizes. The comprehensive range of available grit sizes

makes this product equally well suited for dry rough and

calibration sanding on edges and surfaces as well as fine and

SKU Option Part # Price

3279 Grit: 100G 100914100416Y $7.52

8000604 Grit: 120G 374038 $11.2

8721958 Grit: 150G 914100150Z $6.95

8721959 Grit: 180G 914100180Z $9

8723117 Grit: 240G B914100240G $8.1

8702743 Grit: 24G 914X100X24G $7.15

3276 Grit: 36G 10091436CS310X $8.36

40215 Grit: 60G B914X100X60G $7.9

40216 Grit: 80G 373479 $9.5

Model

Type Abrasive Belt

SKU 8702743

Part Number 914X100X24G

Barcode 08702743

Brand Klingspor

Size 915mm x 100mm

Technical - Main

Colour Name Red

Material Aluminum Oxide

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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ultra-fine sanding on wood, steel and other types of

material.

The abrasive belt CS 310 X as a special product with a

close coating

This wide belt with cloth backing owes its durability and

good removal rate to its close coating and premium

synthetic resin bond. This bond ensures that the aluminium

oxide grain will securely stay in place on the tear-resistant

cotton backing with X-cloth even when subjected to high

loads. Klingspor carries the abrasive cloth CS 310 X as a wide

belt, short belt and narrow belt option as well as a spiraband

with a conical shape. This wide selection makes it possible to

combine this premium abrasive cloth with pedestal sanders,

surface grinding machines and parquet sanding machines.
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